
Visionary innovation
for more than 70 years! 

BODUM®’s history dates back to 1944,
when Peter Bodum launched the
company in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Renowned for its iconic French Press
coffeemaker and signature Scandi-
navian design aesthetic, BODUM®
has grown into a global housewares
brand, with distribution in more
than 55 countries. Headquartered in
Switzerland, the company continues
to develop all products in-house
under its core principle that good
design should be both functional
and affordable. The range of products
extends from coffee, tea and
glassware to kitchen electrics and
gadgets. A family-owned company,
the brand is directed today by
the founder’s son, Jørgen Bodum. 





This year marks 70 years since BODUM® was founded in 1944 by my Father, 
Peter Bodum. He was born in 1910, in a small Danish town called Haderslev. 
Occupied since 1864, there was no way for him to know if his town would 
remain occupied for the rest of his days as it was for many of his family 
members. Lucky for him, he was fortunate enough to obtain an import 
license. He had little money and also discovered that there was scarce 
availability of products. He imported everything he could get hold of from 
the UK, Germany and surrounding countries.

Due to this lack of availability, he soon decided to produce items on his 
own. The first of which was the vacuum coffee maker, MOCCA, in 3 sizes. 
The second was the SANTOS (now renamed PEBO in his honour) which  
is still a celebrated item in our collection today. PEBO is the product that 
not only changed the company but the way every Scandinavian household 
drank coffee. The PEBO was wildly popular and soon became a common 
fixture in most households. BODUM® continued to produce various vacuum 
coffee maker models throughout the 1950’s and up until his untimely  
death in 1966. Britta Bodum, my Mother, then took over running the com-
pany herself until I took over in 1974.

Since then, BODUM®, together with its’ design team, has developed 
many products. At our core, we will always remain focused on coffee and 
have since also expanded our range into a broad kitchen collection which 
includes our award winning e-BODUM® electric collection. e-BODUM® offers  
the must have items such as energy efficient water kettles and grinders 
to complete your coffee brewing process and well as other well designed 
small kitchen appliances. What you will not find in the collection is a cap-
sule or any type of ‘ready-made conveniences.’ For me, that is like cooking 
in a microwave. Sure it’s quick and easy but far from a fresh cup of coffee  
or tea. We have always remained committed to our roots and core values. 
This is why we are so heavily focused on manufacturing more and more 
products ourselves. We explain more about our BODUM® factory on p. 8. 
BODUM® Portuguesa allows us to control our entire product development 
cycle and make certain that not only is our product quality top notch but  
so are conditions for both the factory workers as well as our environment. 
I am very proud of our accomplishments in running such a socially and 
environmentally friendly facility.

In honour of our 70th year anniversary, we have re-introduced many  
of our original designs in anniversary colors and are offering at their origi-
nal prices! And as always, we hope you also enjoy the new additions to  
the assortment this year. We hope you find them to be simple, user-friendly 
and well designed.
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70 years of  
Visionary Innovation 

BODUM® Timeline

1958 BODUM® introduces its  
first product, the SANTOS  
Vacuum Coffee Maker. Interna-
tionally acclaimed for its unique 
design, it remains one of the  
most popular coffee makers.

1992 BODUM® enters the 
field of electrical household 
products. The IBIS Water Kettle 
was the first in a line of simple, 
sophisticated electrical  
kitchen tools including juicers,  
coffee grinders, and more.

2002 BODUM® premiers  
its line of double wall glasses.  
The inventive design and  
timeless style made them  
an instant classic. 

1944 Peter Bodum starts a  
new company in Copenhagen, 
Denmark following World  
War II, and establishes the 
brand’s core philosophy that 
form should follow function.

1991 The ASSAM Teapot is 
developed for the British  
Tea Council. With the ASSAM, 
BODUM® reinvented tea  
brewing by applying the same 
principles from the French 
press coffee maker.



1974 Jørgen Bodum, the  
founder’s son, takes over  
as CEO of the company. In 
the same year he introduced 
BODUM®’s first French press 
coffee maker, the BISTRO.

2010 BODUM® introduces 
e-BODUM®, a line of electric 
kitchen tools. Available in a 
variety of colors, e-BODUM® 
products make a modern, 
decorative statement in any 
kitchen.

Today Since 1974, BODUM®  
has produced more than 120  
million of French press coffee 
makers and 30 million teapots, 
and the company continues  
to broaden its collection of 
beautifully designed products.

2011 BODUM® opens first “lab” 
shop in Paris featuring product 
demonstrations and multi-media 
presentations to give shoppers 
hands-on time with BODUM®’s 
growing product assortment.

1978 The company home  
service and design center is 
relocated to Switzerland.

1980 BODUM®’s design unit, 
Pi-Design AG is established. 
This in-house team of designers, 
engineers, graphic designers, 
and architects, develops all  
of BODUM®’s products; focusing 
on functionality, quality and 
innovation.



Visionary innovation  
for more than 70 years!
CAFFETTIERA takes its iconic styling from  
the classic CHAMBORD coffee press and  
has become an iconic BODUM® product.  
We are pleased to celebrate our anniversary  
by offering a selection of signature items  
in an assortment of limited edition colors.



ASSAM Tea Press
Designed in 1991

BISTRO Coffee Maker
Designed in 1974

CAFFETTIERA Coffee Maker
Designed in 1995

DUSTPAN & BRUSH
Designed in 1984

PEBO Vacuum Coffee Maker
Designed in 1958

BISTRO Stirrer
Designed in 1974

IBIS Water Kettle
Designed in 1992

BISTRO Coffee Mug
Designed in 1974

OTTONI Water Kettle
Designed in 1986



BODUM®’s Portuguesa

Since the beginning of BODUM® Portuguesa,  
environment has been a driving force and a major 
concern in our activity. During almost 30 years  
of production, BODUM® Portuguesa assumed  
a responsible position towards the surrounding  
environment but also to the internal working condi-
tions and safety and well-being of the workers.
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By having production processes that 
are majorly focused in transforming 
metal and applying surface treat-
ments to metals, a lot of “environment 
unfriendly” unitary processes are 
used and required such as stamping 
or welding, but the most concerning 
are those connected to the plating line 
and degreasing processes.

• Training to workers in operating, control 
and contain processes.

• Reducing the number or quantity of 
hazardous and dangerous materials.

• Equipment and process good-keeping  
by internal maintenance procedures.

• Optimization of operational conditions 
and control of processes.

• Reduction of re-processing needs.
• Project and built processes and facilities 

prevent and contain pollution in its source.
• Good storage of materials to prevent 

accidents with environmental impact.

• Good storage of materials and production 
parts to prevent its deterioration.

• Installing containment tanks and isolated 
floors in risk areas.

• Saving energy in power sources and make 
the processes energy efficient.

• Introduction of thermal isolation in  
the whole building and process tank walls  
to avoid heat loss.

• Isolation of equipments to avoid the noise 
propagation.

• Saving water.

This was done by adopting  
the best available techniques (BAT)  
as preventive at the source of the  
pollution emission:

These production processes consume 
natural resources, BODUM® works to 
minimize the impacts in:
• Emission of greenhouse gases
•	Emission	of	other	pollutant	air	

streams
•	Emission	of	pollutants	in	water
•	Emission	of	pollutants	in	soils
•	Risk	of	industrial	accidents
•	Workers	safety,	health	and	well-being

9



Because it is impossible to contain 
all pollutant in its sources, BODUM® 
Portuguesa has installed end pro-
cesses to treat, reduce or eliminate 
the pollution charge in its efflu-
ents and wastes. On these, we can 
highlight:

1 – Waste Water Treatment Plant
• All liquid effluents are separated  

according to their characteristics and 
treated as in batches

• All pre-treatments and final treatments  
are permanently monitored until the 
admissible values of discharge are 
achieved.

• The discharge of BODUM® lines are 
connected to a municipal waste water 
treatment plant that complements the 
final treatment.

• The sludge generated in the water treat-
ment are de-watered by using recycled  
air of the pressed air equipments.

2 – Waste Classification and Separation
• All wastes generated in the plant  

are submitted to a proper separation, 
classification, handling and storage  
until there are sent to the destination.

• All waste management is outsourced  
to licensed entities, meaning the proper 
destination has as priority the recyclability 
of the wastes. Only two of the wastes 
generated at Bodum must be eliminated 
because the recycling limitations in  
the market.

3 – Air Aspiration System
• The air aspiration system is connected  

to all the pollution sources avoiding  
the pollutants spread inside the plant. 

• These systems filter the air before its 
release to the atmosphere.

• In the plating line, besides the filtration, all 
the air is washed with water in scrubbers.

In 2008, BODUM® Portuguesa had  
its recognition for all the efforts 
made and processes developed and 
implemented along the last decades, 
by having the Environmental Permit 
issued by the Portuguese Environment 
Ministry. 

The permit is mandatory and directly  
comes from the EC Directive 2008/1/EC  
of January 15 (IPPC). 

According to this permit, BODUM® must 
have a permanent monitoring of the envi-
ronmental indicators and values so; it is  
the guarantee of the legislation fulfilling, 
good practices and procedures.

Saving water

• Recycling water – only 20% of the total 
consume is fresh water.

• Consume control by introducing automatic  
valves and volume controllers. 

• Reducing drag-outs and introduce 
cascade rinsing between processes.

• Extend the liquid baths life and processes 
to prevent the treatment need by using 
filtration, evaporation, ionic exchange 
techniques.
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Renderings of the new BODUM® Portuguesa plant.
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BODUM® was founded in 1944 by Peter Bodum. Launching a  
new business during the war wasn’t easy, and jobs were scarce, 
but my father sensed it was time to venture out on his own.  
He was incredibly fortunate to be granted an import license,  
and by the late 1940s he had achieved great success. As he 
looked to grow the business, he found new interest in coffee  
makers. The company’s first vacuum coffee maker, MOCCA,  
was introduced in the early fifties, but it wasn’t until 1958 with  
the production of the SANTOS Vacuum Coffee maker that 
BODUM® became a household name for quality coffee products, 
and coffee has been the major product group for BODUM®  
ever since.

In the 1970s we introduced the now iconic French press,  
which continues to be BODUM®’s most popular item. Today, the 
majority of BODUM® coffee makers are produced at our factory  
in Portugal, where producing the highest quality products as  
well as environmental responsibility and safe working conditions 
are of the utmost importance.

In the years to come we are focused on expanding BODUM®’s 
factory in Portugal and moving more and more BODUM® products 
there, this move will make the entire process from design to  
manufacturing a family operation. Another important part  
of the BODUM® line is our collection of electric products that have 
been introduced over the past few years. Centered around coffee,  
from boiling water to grinding beans to the perfect automatic 
brew produced by our BISTRO b.over, the collection encompasses 
everything the modern kitchen might need.

But no matter how much we grow, we will always reflect on our 
core value that form should follow function.

Coffee

13



STEP 1

Coffee
STEP 2

Water

No paper  
filter!

No  
capsule!
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STEP 3

Press
STEP 4

Enjoy!
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French Press

BODUM® 
COLUMBIA 
Coffee Maker 
1308-16

CHAMBORD 
Coffee Maker 
11172-16

EILEEN 
Coffee Maker 
11195-16

CHAMBORD 
Coffee Maker 
1928-16

CAFFETTIERA 
Coffee Maker 
1918-01

BEAN 
Coffee Maker 
11376-01

CREMA 
Coffee Maker 
10883-01

KENYA 
Coffee Maker 
10685-01

BRAZIL 
Coffee Maker 
10938-01

YOUNG PRESS 
Coffee Maker 
10096-01

Vacuum

PEBO 
Coffee Maker 
1208-01

Pour Over

POUR OVER
Coffee Maker 
111571-01
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Coffee Brewing Methods

The French press coffee maker is  
the simplest of all brewing systems, 
where coarsely ground beans meet 
hot water right off the boil. The right 
temperature (92–96 °C, 195–205 °F) 
brings the optimal extraction power 
for the essential oils in the beans to 
develop their full flavor profile in just 
four minutes. An easy press on the 
plunger locks the grinds at the bottom 
of the glass carafe and stops the 
brewing process.

Note: For the French press brewing method, 
BODUM® recommends a coarse grind.

The French Press
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STEP 4 – Enjoy! 
Press the plunger using your fingertips. Before 
pressing, make sure that the safety lid is turned 
into the “safe” position, so no splashing occurs. 
Pressing down on the rod separates the grounds 
from the water and stops the brewing process. 
Voilà! Your perfect cup of coffee, brewed  
“the BODUM® way,” is ready to be served.

STEP 1 – Coffee 
Add 1 scoop (0.25 oz/7 gr) of BODUM® coarse 
ground coffee per cup (4 oz/0.12 l) of water. 
Always use coarse ground coffee when using  
a BODUM® French press coffee maker.

STEP 3 – Press 
Let the coffee brew for 4 minutes. Place the lid  
on the pot with the plunger in the raised position. 
Do not push the plunger down yet.

STEP 2 – Water 
To reach the perfect temperature of 195–205 °F/ 
90–96 °C, bring the water to a full boil and then 
allow it to rest for 30 seconds before pouring.  
Use a wooden or plastic utensil to carefully stir 
the coffee once you have added the water. Make 
sure that all of the grounds are submerged.

18
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Tip: Quality cold brewed coffee can be made 
using essentially the same steps. Instead of hot 
water, add filtered water at room temperature 
and stir. Place the lid on the carafe and let brew 
for 6–12 hours at room temperature or in your 
refrigerator. Press and enjoy!



The BODUM® Pour Over brew method 
features a fine titanium plated  
filter that eliminates need for paper  
filters. Paper filters actually absorb  
the coffee's essential oils hence  
robbing coffee of true flavor, plus  
no paper filter means no waste! 

Note: For the pour over brewing method, BODUM®  
recommends a medium grind.

The Pour Over
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The vacuum brew method has  
fascinated generations of coffee 
drinkers with its theatrical technique. 
Water heats in the lower chamber, 
creating vapor pressure that forces 
the boiling water up to mix with coffee 
grounds. The coffee maker is then 
removed from the heat and vacuum 
pressure draws the brewed coffee 
downward through a strainer, and into 
the bottom chamber for serving.

Note: For the vacuum brewing method,  
BODUM® recommends a grind between coarse 
and medium. 

The Vacuum
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Double wall glasses are the perfect 
vessel for showcasing the beauty  
of your coffeehouse style drinks  
at home. Plus the double wall glass 
construction will keep your drinks  
hot longer!

Coffee-House Style Drinks

Americano is a style of coffee 
that is prepared by adding  
hot water to black coffee which 
result in a similar strength to 
traditional drip.

In Italy cappuccino is served  
in a 6 oz cup. The coffee is 
topped by a dense froth (half 
foam, half steamed milk) in  
a ratio of 3:1. Usually the drink 
is dusted with unsweetened 
cocoa.

An espresso is about 1 to 1.5 oz 
of espresso coffee. It fills about 
⅓ to ⅔ of a demitasse. Espresso 
is made in an espresso machine 
by quickly forcing steam and 
boiling water through finely 
ground coffee.

Espresso
PAVINA, p. 78

Cappucino
PILATUS, p. 81

Americano
ASSAM, p. 79

Frothed milk

Milk

Coffee

Espresso

Water

Coffee
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The coffee is slowly poured into 
an 8 oz glass filled with hot, 
frothed milk. The coffee “stains” 
the milk and creates a darker 
layer over the milk. Then it all 
gets topped off with pure white 
foam – making a perfect latte 
macchiato, a three-layer drink.

Latte is made with coffee and 
steamed milk in a ratio of 
5:1. The coffee is topped with 
steamed milk then finished  
with steamed milk foam.

Caffe mocha has been served 
in Italian-American cafes since 
the 1950s. It’s a combination  
of equal amounts of coffee,  
hot chocolate and hot frothed 
milk. Today the hot chocolate  
is oftentimes substituted  
with chocolate syrup. For the 
ultimate sinners it is topped  
off with whipped cream.

Caffe Mocha
PAVINA, p. 78

Latte Macchiato
PAVINA, p. 78

Caffe Latte
ASSAM, p. 79

Frothed milk

Frothed milk

Frothed milk
or whipped cream

Steamed milk

Hot chocolate

Milk

Coffee

Coffee

Coffee
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Durable, double wall stainless 
steel construction provides 
greater heat retention.

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Double Wall Coffee Makers

The BODUM® COLUMBIA Coffee Makers are made of double wall stainless  
steel which means that your coffee stays hot much longer. The air in between  
the two walls provides a highly effective layer of insulation. The COLUMBIA is not 
just any nice looking coffee pot: It is a coffee press. After all, you would not want 
to compromise taste for beauty. And it works just like any of our coffee presses.

24



BODUM® COLUMBIA  
Sugar and Creamer Set, 
stainless steel 
K1305-16

BODUM® COLUMBIA Milk Jug, 
stainless steel
0.7 l, 24 oz 10913-16

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Stainless steel body 

Plastic plunger

BPA-Free

Dishwasher safe

BODUM® COLUMBIA 
Double Wall Coffee Maker, 
stainless steel
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 1303-16
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 11055-16
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 1308-16
12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz 1312-16

BODUM® COLUMBIA Tea Press, 
stainless steel
1.5 l, 51 oz 11496-16

25
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CHAMBORD

Coffee Makers

This coffee maker is a beautiful extension of our classic CHAMBORD line  
of products with their signature handles and knobs. The borosilicate glass  
of the CHAMBORD coffee maker is encased in stainless steel, protecting  
the glass beautifully. The simple push of a lever lets the coffee flow into  
the cup – all easily manageable with one hand.

26



CHAMBORD Coffee Maker,
with patented locking-lid system, 
stainless steel
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11170-16
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 11171-16
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11172-16
12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz 11173-16

CHAMBORD Coffee Maker,
with patented locking-lid system, 
gold-plated stainless steel
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11170-17
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 11171-17
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11172-17
12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz 11173-17

CHAMBORD Coffee Maker*,
with patented locking-lid system, 
copper-plated stainless steel
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11170-18
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11172-18 

*Handwash only

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Stainless steel frame and plunger

Borosilicate glass beaker

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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Designed in honor of the great Irish designer Eileen Gray, as well as all coffee  
lovers who frequent the bistros and cafés of Paris – Gray’s adopted city. 
BODUM®’s classic EILEEN Coffee Maker makes a stylish addition to any  
tabletop decor. Perfect for gifting and entertaining. The solid stainless steel 
frame protects borosilicate glass beaker and round handle designed for  
comfortable, secure grip.

EILEEN & SERENO

Coffee Makers

28



EILEEN Coffee Maker
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11198-16
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 11196-16
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11195-16

SERENO Coffee Maker
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11570-16

EILEEN Coffee Maker*
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11198-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11195-01 

*Handwash only

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Stainless steel frame and plunger

Borosilicate glass beaker

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe

29
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CHAMBORD & CAFFETTIERA

Coffee Makers

CHAMBORD is a true original. The iconic design, now synonymous with  
the BODUM® name, dates back to the 1950s. To this day we continue to produce  
the CHAMBORD with the same artisan craftsmanship of yesteryear, but with  
a focus on environmentally responsible manufacturing in our BODUM® owned  
factory in Portugal. The French press system continues to be a greener way  
to brew coffee with the truest flavor possible.
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CHAMBORD Coffee Maker
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 1923-16
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 1924-16
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 1928-16
12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz 1932-16

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Stainless steel frame and pluger

Borosilicate glass beaker

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe

CAFFETTIERA Coffee Maker
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 1913-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 1918-01
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The BEAN Coffee Maker adds an entirely new chapter to the French press  
success story. The borosilicate glass of this coffee maker is encased in colorful 
plastic, protecting the glass beautifully. The BEAN Coffee Maker is easy to  
clean and dishwasher safe. The simple push of a lever lets the coffee flow into  
the cup – all easily manageable with one hand.  

BEAN

Coffee Makers
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BEAN Coffee Maker,
with patented locking-lid system
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 11375-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11376-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Plastic frame

Borosilicate glass beaker

Stainless steel plunger

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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BRAZIL, CREMA & KENYA 

Coffee Makers

The CREMA Coffee Maker is a playful mix between tradition and modernity! CREMA 
offers the best way of enjoying a cup of coffee: Easy and quick to use, it is THE method 
if you want to brew coffee right. You will extract the most essential oils of freshly 
ground coffee, leaving least sediment in your cup! Simply add ground coffee, pour 
well temperated water, stir, wait 3–4 minutes and by gently depressing the plunger 
you stop the brewing.
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KENYA Coffee Maker 
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 10682-01
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 10683-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 10685-01

CREMA Coffee Maker  
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 10891-01
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz 10931-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 10883-01

BRAZIL Coffee Maker
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz 10948-01
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 10938-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Plastic body

Borosilicate glass beaker

Stainless steel plunger

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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Parts of The French Press Coffee Maker

Plunger – The bar of the plunger  
is made of stainless steel. After  
the 4 minutes recommended  
brewing time, you simply depress 
the plunger with the tip of  
your finger. The knob is made  
of heat-resistant plastic.

Safety lid – BODUM®’s safety lid 
prevents the splashing of liquids. 
Line the safety lid so that it is in 
the closed position in line with the 
pour spout. After the brewing has 
stopped, turn the safety lid back 
and enjoy your coffee!

Spiral plate – The spiral plate 
keeps the filter mesh in place 
and makes sure that water goes 
through but no ground coffee. The 
flexible spiral provides a universal 
fit taking into account the manu-
facturing tolerances of glass jugs.

 Mesh – The filter mesh is a key 
component to the BODUM® Coffee 
Makers. It separates the ground 
coffee beans from the water after 
the brewing has stopped.

Cross plate – The cross plate holds 
the mesh in place together with 
the spiral plate. 

 Glass beaker – French press coffee 
makers feature a durable borosil-
icate beaker. Borosilicate glass is 
an outstanding material: It is ultra-
light and strong, has great heat 
resistant properties, and will not 
get cloudy in the dishwasher.

 Metal frame – The original 
CHAMBORD Coffee Maker features 
a frame made of chrome-plated, 
durable stainless steel that pro-
tects the glass beaker from cracks 
and scratches, as well as protect-
ing surfaces from heat damage.

 Handle – The plastic handle  
provides heat-resistance and  
durability. In other words, it keeps 
your fingers from getting burnt.
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Item number:  
1503-10

Item number:  
01-1503-10-230

Item number:  
01-11080-10

Item number: 
1926-10

Item number: 
1508-10

Item number: 
01-1508-10-230

Item number: 
01-10945-10

Item number: 
1504-10

Item number: 
01-1504-10-230

Item number: 
1512-10

Item number: 
01-1512-10-230

Item number: 
01-11081-10

Item number:  
01-1503-16-611 
(5.7 cm, 2¼ in)

Item number: 
V1503
(6.5 cm, 2½ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-611 
(8.6 cm, 3⅜ in)

Item number: 
V1508-ISR
(9.5 cm, 3¾ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-611 
(8.6 cm, 3⅜ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-611 
(8.6 cm, 3⅜ in)

Item number: 
V1508-ISR
(9.5 cm, 3¾ in)

Item number: 
01-1512-16-611 
(10 cm, 4 in)

Item number: 
V2012-ISR
(11.5 cm, 4½ in)

Item number:  
01-1503-16-613
(6.5 cm, 2½ in)

Item number: 
01-1508-16-613 
(9.5 cm, 3¾ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-613 
(9.5 cm, 3¾ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-613 
(9.5 cm, 3¾ in)

Item number: 
01-1512-16-613 
(11.5 cm, 4½ in)

3 cup,  
0.35 l, 12 oz

6 cup,  
0.8 l, 27 oz

4 cup,  
0.5 l, 17 oz

8 cup,  
1.0 l, 34 oz

12 cup,  
1.5 l, 51 oz

Guide to Spare Beakers and Filter Parts

Glass Beakers Plastic Beakers

Spout Without Spout Metal Filter Parts Plastic Filter Parts

Item number:  
01-1503-16-612 
(7 cm, 2¾ in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-612 
(10 cm, 4 in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-612 
(10 cm, 4 in)

Item number:  
01-1508-16-612 
(10 cm, 4 in)

Item number: 
01-1512-16-612 
(12 cm, 4¾ in)

Item number: 
01-11142-10 
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STEP 2

Coffee
STEP 1

Water

No paper  
filter!

No  
capsule!
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STEP 3

Brew
STEP 4

Enjoy!
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PEBO

Coffee Vacuum Maker

The vacuum brewing system extracts all of the flavorful oils and aromas from 
your coffee without using paper filters. Made of borosilicate glass, users  
can view the theatrical brewing process from start to finish. Its exceptionally 
effective vacuum brewing method extracts all precious oils of your favorite  
coffee. The vacuum brewing process is entirely sealed off so no aroma can 
escape. In addition, the brewing time and temperature are perfectly calibrated,  
ensuring a perfect cup of coffee with each brew.

PEBO Vacuum Coffee Maker
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 1208-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass chambers

Plastic handle

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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POUR OVER

Coffee Maker

The Pour Over promises excellent, rich taste and robust aroma while maintaining 
the natural oils of the ground coffee. For the perfect cup, simply fill the titanium- 
plated cone filter with freshly ground coffee beans and slowly pour hot water 
over them until saturated. Follow by then pouring additional hot water up to max-
imum capacity. Coffee will drip into the borosilicate glass carafe. Then simply 
remove filter to serve.

STEP 1

Coffee
STEP 2

Water

No paper  
filter!

No  
capsule!
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POUR OVER Coffee Maker
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz 11571-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass carafe

Plastic handle with rubber

Titanium-plated filter

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe

STEP 3

Brew
STEP 4

Enjoy!
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BISTRO & CHAMBORD

Thermo Jugs

Thermo Jugs are a must have necessity because they're vacuum sealed, double 
wall construction offers the ability to keeps batches of liquid or soups hot or  
cold for an extended period of time. This BISTRO Thermo Jug opens with an easy  
one-handed press on the lid to let the fluids flow. The lid closes automatically 
after each use. These pieces are ideal for serving and entertaining or bringing  
on the go to work or outdoor picnic.

44

Keeps hot drinks 
hot for hours!

  95° C START! 
200° F

  90° C 1h45 
195° F

  80° C 5h30 
175° F

  70° C 10h30 
160° F

  60° C 16h45 
140° F

  50° C 25h30 
120° F



BISTRO Thermo Jug
1.1 l, 37 oz 11189-01

BISTRO Thermo Jug
1.0 l, 34 oz 11568-01B

CHAMBORD Thermo Jug
1.0 l, 34 oz 10886-01TL

Plastic outer body

Stainless steel vacuum liner

BPA-free

Made in Europe
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TESTSIEGER

ETM Testmagazin - Urteil

BODUM® Bistro Thermo Jug 1.1 l

SEHR GUT 92.0%

5 Isollerkannen  
mit Edelsthahleinsatz 

im Vergleichstest
Heft 02/2014



 TRAVEL MUG

Mugs

Today’s on-the-go lifestyle makes us miss out on our comforting daily routines  
far too often. Well, enjoying our favorite drink wherever we go is no longer  
on the list. The TRAVEL MUG Collection goes where you go – in just the right  
size and just the right color and material for all your endeavors. The mugs  
are absolutely spill-proof once the opening is closed all the way. The flow of  
fluids can be adjusted with an easy turn of the screw within the lid. 
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TRAVEL MUG Mug
0.35 l, 12 oz 11041-01
0.45 l, 15 oz 11042-01

TRAVEL MUG Mug, 
vacuum, stainless steel
0.35 l, 12 oz 11043-01
0.45 l, 15 oz 11044-01

Plastic body/Stainless steel body

BPA-free

Top-rack dishwasher safe
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 TRAVEL PRESS

Coffee Makers

Enjoy a single-serving of French press coffee or loose leaf tea on the go with the 
TRAVEL PRESS Coffee Maker. Brew and drink or use in the place of a traditional 
3 cup French Press. Add 3–4 tablespoons coarse ground coffee, preferred milk 
and sweetener, and hot water to the mug. Stir contents, replace lid with plunger 
up, and go. After 4 minutes press down the plunger and enjoy! The stainless steel 
double wall design with a vacuum seal maintains heat for hours while remaining 
cool to the touch.48



 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Plastic body/Stainless steel body

BPA-free

Top-rack dishwasher safe

TRAVEL PRESS Coffee Maker, 
with extra lid
0.35 l, 12 oz K11102-01
0.45 l, 15 oz K11100-01

TRAVEL PRESS Coffee Maker, 
vacuum, stainless steel with extra lid
0.35 l, 12 oz K11067-01
0.45 l, 15 oz K11057-01
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LATTEO, CHAMBORD, BODUM® LATTE & SCHIUMA

Milk Frothers

Milk frothers turn your daily cup of joe into a coffeehouse specialty with  
the push of a button. Become the ultimate barista at home by creating airy  
foam and froth in seconds. Not to mention you can use these handy tools  
on any light mixing job including salad dressings, protein drinks and cocktails. 
For best results use ice cold, non-fat or low-fat milk. 
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BODUM® LATTE Milk Frother, 
battery operated 
0.2 l, 6 oz 10864-01G

LATTEO Milk Frother
0.25 l, 8 oz 1446-01

SCHIUMA Milk Frother, battery 
operated (batteries not included)
3043-16

SCHIUMA Milk Frother, battery 
operated (batteries not included)
3040-01

CHAMBORD Milk Frother
0.08 l, 2.5 oz 1963-01
0.25 l, 8 oz 1966-16
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No wonder tea has been the most popular drink after water for  
centuries. Black teas, white teas, green teas, herbal teas, fruit 
teas, rooibos teas – the options for pleasure and delight are  
simply limitless. We have the right tea maker for all of your tea 
preferences, including iced tea. 

Tea brewing doesn’t get any purer than with the BODUM® tea 
presses. With this unique system your tea is brewed precisely  
to your desired strength and aroma. We developed the tea press 
in collaboration with the English Tea Council over 30 years ago 
and we’ve been perfecting it ever since. 

BODUM® tea presses are made of the highest quality borosili-
cate glass – a material that doesn’t stain and is absolutely neutral 
in taste. The glass allows you to observe the brewing process  
and stop it when it’s exactly right. It’s just fascinating to see all  
the beautiful tea colors come to life. The BODUM® tea presses are 
as much a pleasure for your eyes as they are for your taste buds. 

Our collection of various infusers are the perfect match when 
brewing green teas, rooibos teas and herbal teas which have 
become more and more popular. Here, the brewing process does 
not necessarily need interruption and the leaves can be left to 
swirl freely in the infuser to develop their full flavor. The filter with 
the tea leaves inside can be removed to stop the brewing process 
and used again to re-infuse quality loose leaf tea a second time. 
Green tea for example can be reused for up to four times, taken 
that it is a high quality loose leaf tea.

Tea
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No paper  
filter!

No  
capsule!

STEP 1

Tea
STEP 2

Water
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STEP 3

Press
STEP 4

Enjoy!
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Tea Press

BODUM® 
COLUMBIA 
Tea Press
11496-16

EILEEN 
Tea Press
11199-01

MARCEL 
Tea Press
10452-16

CLASSIC 
Tea Press
10454-16

ASSAM 
(s/s filter) 
Tea Press
1802-16

ASSAM 
Tea Press
1844-01

Tea Infuser

CHAMBORD
Teapot
1921-16

CHAMBORD 
Teapot
1970-01

CEYLON 
Ice Tea Jug
10619-10

BIASCA 
Ice Tea Jug
11575-10
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ILLUSTRATION

The tea press utilizes the same  
brewing system as the French press 
to allow for full control of the tea 
steeping process. Once your preferred 
coloring and strength is reached, you 
simply press down the plunger and 
seal the tea leaves into the bottom 
part of the filter that has no holes. This 
makes the brewing process stop with 
one easy push and you can discard  
or re-use the tea leaves after you have 
enjoyed your beverage. Silicone rim 
secures filter firmly into the teapot 
and stays cool to the touch for safe 
removal.

Note: All loose leaf teas are suitable for the 
BODUM® tea press. The tea press works best  
with fruit teas and black tea because it interrupts 
the brewing process – avoiding bitterness.

The Tea Press

Tea Brewing Methods
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Tea leaves can be left to swirl freely  
in the infuser to develop their full  
flavor, and can be left to brew without 
interruption. The filter, along with  
the tea leaves, can be removed at  
any time to stop the brewing process 
and can even be used a second  
time to re-infuse quality loose leaf  
tea. The highest quality green tea,  
for example, can be reused up to  
four times.

Note: The tea infuser is ideal for green, rooibos 
and herbal teas, allowing you to view the tea  
as it brews. The lid keeps tea warm while brewing 
and it doubles as a trivet to protect surfaces  
from drips.

The Tea Infuser
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Parts of The Tea Press

Plunger – To stop the brewing 
process, simply press down the 
plunger made of stainless steel 
with the tip of your finger. The 
knob is made of a heat-resistant 
plastic and will keep your fingers 
from getting burnt.

Lid – During the brewing process, 
place the lid with the plunger on 
top of the tea filter to retain heat 
during and after the tea brewing 
process. The lid is attached to the 
plunger and made of high-polished 
stainless steel.

Plunger – Depressing the plunger 
keeps the hot water away from the 
tea in order to stop the brewing 
process entirely. It is made of 
heat-resistant plastic and silicone. 
The silicone gasket ensures a clean 
performance.Silicone rim – The coronated,  

elastic silicone rim improves  
the combined benefits of a glass 
pot with a stainless steel filter.  
It provides a universal fit between 
teapot and tea filter and it keeps 
your fingers from getting burnt  
and the tea filter from falling out 
when pouring hot beverages.

Glass Pot – Most of BODUM® tea 
presses feature a durable borosil-
icate pot. Borosilicate glass is an 
outstanding material: It is ultra-
light and strong, has great heat 
resistant properties, and will not 
get cloudy in the dishwasher.

Perforated strainer – The perfo-
rated strainer ensures that leaves 
and kernels remain within the 
strainer while brewing. The filter 
basket is made of stainless steel.
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Varieties of Tea

Coming from the same plant  
as green or black tea, white tea 
is the one with the least human 
effect during production. Only 
the youngest and most fragile 
buds are harvested by hand 
and left to dry under the sun. 
No oxidization or heating is 
done to preserve the full natural 
character of the white tea. The 
name derives from the fuzzy 
white appearance of the young 
tea leaves.

White Tea
BODUM® CANTEEN, p. 80

One of the most known varieties 
of tea is black tea. It is made 
from the teaplant camellia 
sinensis/assamica and amongst 
the most popular in Europe and 
North America. After harvest, 
the tea leafs are allowed to 
oxidize to the fullest, so that 
the freshly plucked leafs slowly 
turn brownish and darker. The 
flavour is usually stronger, than 
other types of tea, but can  
also vary from light and floral 
himalayan first flush to strong 
and malty assam teas.

Black Tea
PAvINA, p. 78

The freshly plucked leafs of the 
tea plant camellia sinensis must 
be heating directly after har-
vest, to prevent the leafs from 
oxidization and becoming black 
tea. Traditionally heating in iron 
pans in China, the Japanese 
have developed a hot water 
steam heating to prevent the 
tea from burning. Both methods 
create a distinct flavour for 
each region, that can vary from 
light, floral, sweet to full bodied 
and slightly toasted.

Green Tea
BISTRO, p. 82

90–96 °C 
195–205 °F

2–3 min

70–80 °C 
158–175 °F

1–2 min

70–80 °C 
158–175 °F

4–6 min
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Somewhere in between black 
and green tea production lies 
the truth about oolong tea, 
which is a partly-oxidized tea. 
Whereas the green tea is not 
oxidized at all and the black 
tea is fully oxidized, the oolong 
tea varies from very light oxidi-
zation (closer related to green 
tea), up to heavy oxidization 
and charesteristics of a black 
tea. Oolong tea is commonly 
used to prepare multiple infu-
sions and a traditional part  
of the chinese tea ceremony.

Oolong Tea
SKÅL, p. 84

Only a very limited area in the 
Cedar mountains, in the heart 
of South Africa is capable of 
providing the right soil and 
climate to grow rooibos. Being 
used for centuries by the local 
people, the rooibos cultivation 
and processign started only  
a few hundred years ago. Now 
the bush is treated nearly the 
same way, as it has been for 
decades. The bush is allowed 
to ferment after harvest, giving 
the tea it's disctinctive sweet 
and red cup.

Rooibos Tea
PAvINA, p. 78

Commonly used in Europe, 
dried fruit pieces and other 
parts of suitable plants have 
been brewed with hot water 
into fruit tea – or tisane – for 
thousands of years. The basic 
fruit tea consists of apple, 
orange, hibiscus and rosehip 
and is given a special twist 
with whatever exotic fruits and 
ingredients is added to it. Fruit 
teas are naturally caffeine  
free and make the perfect iced 
teas for children!

Fruit Tea
TITLIS, p. 83

90 °C 
195 °F

3 min

90–96 °C 
195–205 °F

5–6 min

90–96 °C 
195–205 °F

5–6 min
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BODUM® COLUMBIA & EILEEN

 Tea Presses

BODUM® COLUMBIA pairs utility with timeless elegance. Highly polished  
stainless steel and classic design make this the perfect choice for entertaining 
and gifting. The French press brewing system allows for full control over  
the tea steeping process. The silicone plunger locks the tea leaves into bottom  
of the filter once brewing is complete, cutting off access of water to the tea 
leaves. This allows tea to be used multiple times. 
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EILEEN Tea Press*
1.5 l, 51 oz 11199-01

*Handwash only

EILEEN Tea Press
1.5 l, 51 oz 11199-16

BODUM® COLUMBIA Tea Press, 
stainless steel
1.5 l, 51 oz 11496-16

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass pot (EILEEN only)

BPA-free

Dishwasher safe
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CHAMBORD

Teapots

The CHAMBORD Teapot comes with a wide filter basket in the borosilicate  
glass bowl which lets the tea leaves swirl freely and gives them the space  
they need to live up to their full aroma potential. Whether you prefer black  
or green teas – the CHAMBORD serves them all perfectly; giving them  
the stage they deserve and displaying their unique coloring beautifully.
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CHAMBORD Teapot, 
with stainless steel filter and lid 
1.3 l, 51 oz 1921-16-6

CHAMBORD Warmer 
1902-16

CHAMBORD Teapot, 
with coloured plastic filter and lid
1.0 l, 34 oz 1975-01-2
1.3 l, 44 oz 1970-01-2

CHAMBORD Teapot, 
with clear plastic filter  
and coloured lid
1.0 l, 34 oz 1975-01
1.3 l, 44 oz 1970-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass pot

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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CLASSIC & MARCEL

Tea Presses

The CLASSIC Tea Press is easy to use. It maximizes flavor extraction  
of loose-leaf tea. Use your favorite black, green, white or herbal tea. 
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MARCEL Tea Press, 
with stainless steel filter and lid 
0.6 l, 20 oz 10451-16
1.2 l, 40 oz 10452-16

CLASSIC Tea Press, 
with stainless steel filter and lid
0.6 l, 20 oz 10453-16 
1.2 l, 40 oz 10454-16

BISTRO Warmer,  
dia ø 13.5 cm, ø 5.3 in 
10447-16

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass pot

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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ASSAM

Tea Presses

The ASSAM Tea Press is the icon among the wide variety of BODUM® Tea Presses. 
Its classic round shape and borosilicate glass let all teas shine in their best light. 
Contrary to non-transparent pots, the glass pot allows the distinct color palates 
to be viewed as they are a big part of any tea lover’s delight. There is also a very 
practical reason for making glass the preferred staging ground for your teas:  
You have precise control over the extraction and strength of the tea as the color’s 
intensity indicates how far along in the brewing process.68



ASSAM Tea Press, 
with stainless steel filter and lid
0.5 l, 17 oz 1807-16
1.0 l, 34 oz 1801-16
1.5 l, 51 oz 1802-16

ASSAM Tea Press, 
with plastic filter and lid 
0.5 l, 17 oz 1842-01 
1.0 l, 34 oz 1844-01

ASSAM Tea Press, 
with stainless steel filter  
and plastic lid
1.0 l, 34 oz 1805-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Borosilicate glass pot

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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BISTRO & YOYO

Tea Strainers

The BISTRO Tea Egg is a great way to brew single serve tea. It works  
with any type of loose leaf tea and is compatible with a variety of cup sizes. 
Allows tea to be used multiple times.
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YO-YO Mug and Tea Strainer
0.35 l, 12 oz K11239-01

NEW YO-YO Tea Strainer
10398-01B

BISTRO Tea Egg
11569-01B

NEW YO-YO  
Tea Strainer, stainless steel
10547-16B
Mug and Tea Strainer, stainless steel
0.35 l, 12 oz K11239-16

TEA FOR ONE Double Wall Glass  
and Tea Strainer
0.35 l, 12 oz K11153-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

BPA-free

Dishwasher safe
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CEYLON & BIASCA

Ice Tea Jugs

CEYLON Ice Tea Jugs are great for all occasions, during hot summers as well 
as cold winters! With the popularity of flavored water, spare the expense and 
added sugars by making your own natural cold-brew iced tea, flavored-infused 
water, and even sangria, at home. The dishwasher safe, BPA-free pitcher features 
a removal filter that infuses water to your preferred flavor. The lid includes a 
screening filter to help prevent particulates from flowing into your cup. All parts 
are dishwasher safe and can be put in the fridge.72



CEYLON Ice Tea Jug,  
with filter
1.5 l, 51 oz 1470-10
3.0 l, 101 oz 10619-10

BIASCA Ice Tea Jug, 
with mesh filter
1.2 l, 40 oz 11575-01

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

BPA-free

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe
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Drinkware

BODUM® premiered its line of double wall glasses in 2002. The 
inventive design coupled with timeliness style made these glasses 
an instant classic. Over the past ten years, the collection has 
earned numerous awards and expanded to include a variety  
of styles and sizes. Made of heat-resistant borosilicate glass,  
and individually mouth-blown by expert artisans, the double wall 
construction creates a highly effective layer of insulation. Hot 
drinks stay hot longer, while the glass remains cool to the touch, 
and cold drinks stay cold without producing messy condensation. 
The result is endless serving possibilities.

The patent pending hydrophobic silicone vent at the bottom  
of each glass equalizes pressure within the walls of the glass  
with the outside air pressure. The glass will self-adjust to any  
temperature liquid, and the vent is only permeable to air, not 
water, so whether your beverage is hot or cold it will never allow 
fluids into the interior of the glass layers.

Double wall thermo-glasses are made of heat resistant,  
mouth-blown borosilicate glass. The double walls create a highly 
effective layer of insulation that keeps hot drinks hot without 
burning your fingers and cold drinks cold without that messy  
condensation.

The BODUM® Double Wall Glasses have won the following awards:
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Every Double Wall Glass is mouth-blown  
by expert artisans, and therefore  
each may have slight differences in height, 
thickness, and weight. To preserve  
the longevity of the glass, please follow 
recommended usage & care instructions.
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Dishwasher safe
Withstand washing without  
clouding! Do not place glasses 
into a crowded dishwasher.

Microwave and  
oven safe
Up to 350 ºF/180 ºC.

Fragile
Avoid the use of metal spoons 
to prevent the inner layer from 
fracturing.

Ice
Add ice after the liquid  
and avoid the use of automatic 
ice dispensers.

Discard if broken 
If fracturing of glass occurs, 
discard immediately to prevent 
injury.

Usage & Care

Double Wall Glasses that Breathe!

A silicone vent at the base of each  
of BODUM®'s Double Wall Glasses 
equalizes the air pressure between  
the two layers of glass when either  
hot or cold liquids are added.  
Permeable only to air, never water,  
the vent enhances durability  
and will never allow liquids to enter 
between the two layers. 

Hydrophobic  
silicone vent

Double wall glass
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PAVINA

Double Wall Glasses

PAVINA Double Wall Glass,  
2 pcs set
0.08 l, 2.5 oz 4557-10
0.25 l, 8 oz 4558-10
0.35 l, 12 oz 4559-10
0.45 l, 15 oz 4560-10
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ASSAM

Double Wall Glasses

ASSAM Double Wall Glass,  
2 pcs set
0.1 l, 3 oz 4554-10
0.2 l, 6 oz 4555-10
0.25 l, 8 oz 4556-10
0.4 l, 13.5 oz 4547-10
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BODUM® CANTEEN  
Double Wall Glass, 2 pcs set 
0.1 l, 3 oz 10108-10
0.2 l, 6 oz 10109-10
0.4 l, 13.5 oz 10110-10

BODUM® CANTEEN  
Double Wall Glass, 2 pcs set 
0.2 l, 6 oz 10325-10
0.4 l, 13.5 oz 10326-10

BODUM® CANTEEN

Double Wall Glasses
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PILATUS Double Wall Glass, 
2 pcs set 
0.08 l, 2.5 oz 11477-10
0.25 l, 8 oz 10484-10
0.35 l, 12 oz 10485-10

PILATUS

Double Wall Glasses
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ADD BACK-
GROUND

BISTRO Double Wall Mug,  
2 pcs set  
0.15 l, 5 oz 10602-10
0.3 l, 10 oz 10604-10
0.45 l, 15 oz 10606-10
0.45 l, 15 oz 10608-10 

BISTRO Double Wall Glass, 
2 pcs set  
0.45 l, 15 oz 10607-10
0.45 l, 15 oz 10605-10

BISTRO

Double Wall Mugs & Glasses
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TITLIS Double Wall Glass,  
stackable, 2 pcs set   
0.25 l, 8 oz 10481-10
0.35 l, 12 oz 10482-10
0.45 l, 15 oz 10483-10

 TITLIS

Double Wall Glasses
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SKÅL Double Wall Glass, 2 pcs set 
0.2 l, 6 oz 10593-10
0.35 l, 12 oz 10594-10

SKÅL Double Wall Glass, 2 pcs set 
Champagne,  
0.35 l, 12 oz 11588-10
White Wine,  
0.2 l, 6 oz 11578-10
Red Wine,  
0.35 l, 12 oz 11577-10

SKÅL

Double Wall glasses
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ASSAM Glass Mug, 
with stainless steel handle,
2 pcs set 
0.3 l, 10 oz 4552-16
0.35 l, 12 oz 4553-16

 ASSAM & BISTRO

Mugs

BISTRO Coffee Mug, glass
0.35 l, 12 oz 11239-10B
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BODUM® CANTEEN Double Wall 
Porcelain Cup, with silicone sleeve,  
2 pcs set
0.1 l, 3 oz 10108-913
0.2 l, 6 oz 10109-913
0.35 l, 12 oz 10110-913

BODUM® CANTEEN

Double Wall Porcelain Cups

Double wall porcelain  
construction provides greater 
heat retention.

01 294 565 913
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PAVINA Cup, with silicone sleeve,  
2 pcs set
0.08 l, 2.5 oz 11155-294
0.25 l, 8 oz 11184-294
0.4 l, 13.5 oz  11156-294

PAVINA Glass, with silicone sleeve,  
2 pcs set
0.1 l, 3 oz 11165-01
0.35 l, 12 oz 11185-01
0.45 l, 15 oz  11166-01

PAVINA

Cups & Glasses

01

01
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565
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913
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Our kitchens have become the central hub of our living 
quarters – almost like the farm kitchens in Denmark  
used to be, the country where BODUM® was founded.  
The kitchen of today is a living room, it’s where everybody 
ends up anyway. It’s where discussions are held and  
beans are spilled.

Kitchen
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BISTRO

Ceramic Knives & Accessories

Made of top-quality, durable, acid-resistant ceramic that keeps knives  
sharp longer. Blade is corrosion-proof and neutral in taste. Ergonomically  
shaped handle in soft, anti-slip rubber make for safe and comfortable use. 
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BISTRO Knife Block 
11089-01
The inside of the Knife Block is made of a myriad  
of very fine plastic sticks allowing any knife to sit  
anywhere in the block – tight and secure.

BISTRO Cutting Boards with Holder 
K10976-01
There are 6 different categories in combinations and sizes. 
The pictograms are clearly visible whichever way you put 
the boards into the holder. The silicone feet let the holder 
stays in its place on the kitchen counter.

BISTRO Chef’s Knife, ceramic
18 cm, 7 inch 11313-01
Cuts meats, fish, vegetables.

BISTRO Bread Knife, ceramic
15 cm, 6 inch 11308-01
Its serrated blade masters hard crusts without a  
problem and slices hard and soft breads beautifully.

BISTRO Paring and Vegetable Knife, ceramic
7.5 cm, 3 inch 11309-01
Cleans, peels, pares, garnishes and cuts fruit  
and vegetables.
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01
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PRESSO

Storage Jars

The PRESSO collection invites the consumer to have full flexibility of storing  
any kind of products without discoloration. To express BODUM®’s environmentally 
friendly approach to design, PRESSO is made of fully recyclable materials.  
This spirit has always been the company’s driving force – a part of BODUM®’s  
principles where the form follows the function, and where good design should  
be affordable.
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PRESSO Storage Jar
0.25 l, 8 oz 11128-913

PRESSO Storage Jar
2.0 l, 68 oz 11130-913

PRESSO Storage Jar
0.6 l, 20 oz 11129-913

PRESSO Storage Jar
2.5 l, 85 oz 11131-913

PRESSO Storage Jar
1.0 l, 34 oz 11099-913

PRESSO Storage Jar  
1.9 l, 64 oz 11132-913

01 294 565 913
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BISTRO Serving Spoon
Small 11536-913
Large 11383-913

BISTRO Serving Slotted Spoon
Small 11537-913
Large 11384-913

BISTRO Pasta Server
Small 11535-913
Large 11382-913

BISTRO Turner
Small 11538-913
Large 11385-913

BISTRO Dough Spoon
11386-913

BISTRO Pancake Turner
11387-913

BISTRO Whisk
Small, s/s 11389-913
Large 11388-913

BISTRO Pizza Wheel
11394-913

BISTRO Peeler
11395-913

BISTRO

Kitchen Gadgets & Tools
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BISTRO Garlic Press
11410-913

BISTRO Measuring Spoons
K11390-913

BISTRO Can Opener
11396-913

BISTRO Hand Grater
11409-913

BISTRO Roling Pin
11399-913

BISTRO Utensil Holder 11551-913 
BISTRO Utensil Holder,  
with gadgets  K11551-913

Featuring comfortable, rubber  
ergonomic handles and sturdy, effi-
cient work ends, the BISTRO Kitchen 
Gadgets line encompasses tools  
for a multitude of kitchen tasks.

01 294 565 913
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 TWIN & BISTRO

Salt and Pepper Grinders

BISTRO Salt and Pepper Grinder 
11368-01
The BISTRO Salt and Pepper Grinder is gradually 
adjustable, allowing you to grind salt and pepper  
to your desired coarseness.

TWIN Salt and Pepper Grinder 
11002-01
With one easy turn of the colorful silicone band that  
serves as a non-slip handle, the TWIN switches between 
salt and pepper.

01 01294 294565 565913 913
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BISTRO

Herb Chopper & Cheese Slicer

BISTRO Herb Chopper 
11347-01
Just place the herbs in the beaker, turn the rubber lid 
alternately left and right, and the 7 double-edge stainless 
steel rotary blades will take care of the rest.

BISTRO Cheese Slicer 
11546-913

01 294 565 913
01 294 913
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BISTRO

Bread Box

BISTRO Bread Box 
11555-913

01 913565 143294
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BISTRO

Pizza set

BISTRO Pizza Set,  
includes Stone, Peel and Wheel
K11558-565
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The GROWN GREEN Sprout Jar is 
perfect for harvesting your favorite 
seedling at home. Disassembles  
into five parts for easy cleaning  
and dishwasher safe.

GROW GREEN

Sprout Jar

STEP 1

Soak
Add 1–3 tbsp of seeds to the glass jar. Add 
enough cold water to completely submerge  
the seeds. Leave the seeds to soak of a minimum 
of 8 hours.

STEP 2

Rinse
After soaking, place the lid with fitted sleeve 
insert on the glass jar and pour the water out.  
To empty the glass hold it at a slight angle. Rinse 
the seeds until the water runs clear. Rinse seeds 
twice daily to prevent the formation of mold.
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GROW GREEN Sprout Jar 
1.0 l, 34 oz 11486-01

STEP 4

Enjoy!
The seedlings will be ready to harvest after  
just a few days (allow roughly 3–5 days).  
Wash the seedlings prior to consumption, and 
store them in the refrigerator for a maximum  
of 3 days. Enjoy in salads, soups or sandwiches! 

STEP 3

Sprout
Place the sprouting jar in a warm, bright place 
away from direct sunlight. Move the seeds 
around in the sprouting glass frequently to keep 
them loose. Place the sprouting jar upside-down 
on a drip tray to allow the remaining water to  
run out of the sleeve insert.

01 565294 913
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Cooking, serving and storage in one: It can’t possibly get any easier than this.  
The HOT POTS are made from heat-resistant borosilicate glass – perfect for the 
oven. Their lines are of classic simplicity – perfect for the table. Put the silicone  
lid on top – and they’re perfect for the fridge or the freezer. The silicone lid is  
heat resistant up to 220 °C/428 °F.

BISTRO

Cookware Accessories
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HOT POT Bowl, with silicone lid
2.5 l, 85 oz  10127-01

HOT POT Bowls, with silicone lid, 2 pcs set  
1.0 l, 34 oz/2.5 l, 85 oz K10127-01

BISTRO Trivet
11553-294
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01 565294 913
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BISTRO

Mixing Bowls

Conveniently sized for all mixing tasks, the BISTRO Mixing Bowls make  
a colorful addition to any kitchen tool assortment. Stackable for easy storage. 
The BISTRO Mixing Bowls are made of durable BPA-free plastic and feature  
BODUM®’s signature ergonomic dots to ensure a comfortable, no-slip grip. 
Dishwasher safe for easy cleaning.
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BISTRO Mixing Bowl 
4.7 l, 5 qt 11564-294

BISTRO Mixing Jug 
1 l, 1 qt 11565-294

BISTRO Mixing Bowl 
2.8 l, 3 qt 11563-294

BISTRO Mixing Bowl 
0.7 l, 0.7 qt 11561-294

BISTRO Mixing Bowl 
1.4 l, 1.5 qt 11562-294

BISTRO Mixing Bowl 
0.3 l, 0.3 qt 11560-294

01 294 565 913
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BISTRO

Salad Set

Featuring a silicone band with BODUM®’s signature ergonomic dots for  
a secure, no-slip grip, these borosilicate glass bowls are ideal for entertaining  
or everyday use. The PAVINA Salad Bowls are dishwasher and microwave safe. 
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BISTRO Salad Server Set 
K11345-01

PAVINA Salad Bowl, glass,
dia ø 22 cm, ø 8.3 in  11334-01

PAVINA Salad Bowls, glass, 2 pcs set, 
dia ø 12.5 cm, ø 4.9 in 11336-01

BISTRO Salad Server Set
K11334-01
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BISTRO

Drying Mat & Kitchen Scale

BISTRO Drying Mat 
11548-913
Two sided design allows you to drain water direct  
into the sink or catch for drainage later.

BISTRO Kitchen Scale 
11552-913
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BISTRO Napkin Holder 
11231-913
Made from rubber-coated plastic, stainless steel,  
and silicone. It comes with a weight that keeps your 
napkins in place.

BISTRO Paper Roll Holder 
11232-913
The stainless steel arm is grounded in a silicone  
base and keeps up the pressure down to the last sheet  
of paper – it even works for various size paper rolls.

BISTRO

Napkin & Paper Roll Holders
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BODUM®’s first FYRKAT Grill was introduced in 1961 with the 
launch of the FYRKAT Cone Grill. Since then, we have refined our 
offering to focus on compact grilling. We saw a real need to bring 
good design to the aesthetics of BBQ and created our Charcoal 
Picnic Grill. The Picnic Grill is perfect for urban grilling and easily 
transportable for spontaneous beach parties.

Grill
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FYRKAT

Charcoal Grill

Grill on the go with the sleek, portable FYRKAT Charcoal Grill. Ideal for picnics  
in the park or small space living but large enough to fit 4 burgers or small filets. 
The sleek chrome-plated finish adds strength and durability to the steel body and 
legs. The silicone handle stays cool to the touch and adjusts air flow into the grill 
while in use. The clips lock lid into place for easy and safe transport. Removable 
cooking rack easily transports to the sink or dishwasher for cleaning. Metal bowl 
captures grease while controlling heat for safe use on most outdoor surfaces.112



FYRKAT Charcoal Grill 
11529-16

29401 16
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BISTRO Sauce Pot
0.25 l, 8 oz 11203-01
Make marinade directly in the pot, and the sealed lid  
allows you to store any leftover marinade in the fridge.  
The lid, with its long handle, doubles as a brush.

BISTRO

Sauce pot

01 294 565 913
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01 294 913

FYRKAT Skewer, stainless steel 
5 pcs set 11351-16

FYRKAT

Grill Tools

FYRKAT BBQ Tools set 
K11487-294

FYRKAT Tweezers 
11492-294

FYRKAT Shovel 
11490-294

FYRKAT Fork 
11491-294

FYRKAT Tool Brush 
11489-294

FYRKAT Oil Brush
11488-294

FYRKAT Nipper 
11487-294

The FYRKAT grill tools are made 
mainly from stainless steel and 
heat-resistant silicone so you stay  
safe while grilling.
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e-BODUM® inspires you to build a collection of power tools  
that reflect our core principle: Good design has to be functional 
and affordable. Once you see past the good looks of e-BODUM®, 
each products attributes and performance will make you a  
loyal fan! Not only will you appreciate the award winning design 
of these products, e-BODUM® will bring the power and innovation 
necessary to make kitchen duty a breeze!

e-BODUM®
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BISTRO

Stand Mixer

• Powerful 700 W, 7 speed motor delivers 
up to twice the power of traditional stand 
mixers.

• Rotating attachment head provides orbital 
movement, maximizing capture surface 
for thorough mixing.

• Includes 3 attachments: Dough hook, 
ideal for bread and pizza doughs, rolls 
and sweet bread dough; Beater for cake 
batters; Stainless steel whisk for beating 
egg whites, cream and cocktail sauces.

• Stainless steel mixing bowl holds  
4.7 l/5 Qt and features a rubber-covered 
handle for steady pouring and easy 
transport.

• Lift-assist mixer head locks into place 
during use with lever for easy release. 

• Attachments and mixing bowl are  
dishwasher safe.

The Stand Mixer effortlessly takes care 
of blending, mixing, and kneading 
your dough as well as whipping cream 
and beating egg whites.
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Capacity 4.7 l, 5 Qt, 159 oz

Measurements 234 � 397 � 343 mm

Material Plastic, silicone, rubber, 
stainless steel, non-stick coated cast 
aluminum, chrome-plated steel

Rating Europe 700 W,  
220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

The Stand Mixer comes with  
the following attachments: 
1 Stainless steel mixing bowl 
1 Dough hook 
1 Beater 
1 Whisk

Transparent cover

4.7 l Stainless steel mixing bowl

Removable splash-guard 
and funnel attachment

Suction cups for secure 
countertop fixation

WhiskBeaterDough hook

Powerful 700 W motor

7 Speed mixer

Tilt-up head

Easy to clean  
rubber exterior

BISTRO Stand Mixer
11381-01
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BISTRO

Meat Mincer

Wrench for changing plates

Measurements 161 � 100 � 190 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
silicone, metal, non-stick coated 
aluminum

The Meat Mincer comes with  
the following attachments: 
1 Fine grinding plate 
1 Coarse grinding plate

Push tool ensures  
all food is processed

Coarse grinding plate

Fine grinding plate

Place meat into  
the funnel on top  

and push down  
with the push tool

The body is made of transparent 
BPA-free plastic so you can  
see what’s going on inside

BISTRO Meat Mincer
11514-10

The Meat Mincer is an attachment  
to the BISTRO Stand Mixer for mincing  
raw and cooked meats.

All parts are dishwasher safe
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Push tool ensures  
all food is processed

Place the food into the funnel  
on top and push down with the 
push tool

The body is made of transparent 
BPA-free plastic so you can  
see what’s going on inside

BISTRO

Slicer Shredder
Measurements 141 � 96 � 207 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel,  
non-stick coated aluminum,  
silicone, metal

The Slicer Shredder comes with  
the following attachments: 
1 Coarse shredding drum 
1 Fine shredding drum 
1 Slicing drum 
1 Parmesan grating drum

Parmesan grating drum

Coarse shredding drum

All parts are dishwasher safe

Fine shredding drum

Slicing drum

BISTRO Slicer Shredder
11515-10

The Slicer Shredder is an attachment  
to the BISTRO Stand Mixer to grate,  
slice and shred a wide variety of foods.
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• Easily adjustable continuous speed dial 
with convenient pulse function.

• The pitcher is made of BPA-free plastic 
which is enormously sturdy and durable 
and is dishwasher safe.

• The lid has two openings: One with  
a filter to hold back any unwanted pieces, 
the other to pour thicker liquids.

• The pitcher holds 1.25 l and comes with  
an easy to read scale line.

• The container’s handle is rubber coated  
for a safe and firm grip.

• Suction cups at base offer secure counter-
top stability.

BISTRO

Blender
The Blender is a powerhouse tool that 
easily mixes, chops, grinds, crushes 
and liquefies everything from nutritious 
smoothies to satisfying soups.
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Secure grip handle

1.25 l BPA-free pitcher

5 Speed options with  
adjustable pulse function

Lid has 2 openings, one  
with screen, one without

Lid with easy opening on top

Stainless steel blade

Easy to read control panel

Suction cups for secure 
countertop fixation

Powerful 500 W motor

Flat bottom

Cord holder

Capacity 1.25 l, 42 oz

Measurements 220 � 215 � 342 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
rubber, silicone

Rating Europe 500 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

BISTRO Blender
11303-01
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• Includes several attachments and a 
beaker with silicone lid deal for pureeing 
and food storage.

• Puree stick (with three stainless steel 
blades): Beater to whip up cream and egg 
whites; Whisk to blend mayos and sauces 
and knife for soups and smoothies.

• Potato masher: The reduction drive 
between the motor and the actual masher 
guarantees the slow rotation speed you 
need to mash your potatoes just perfectly.

• Food chopper: Add foods into the 
chopper container, attach the blender 
stick straight onto it, and you’ve got your 
mill ready to go. It chops shelled nuts, 
herbs, chocolate, Parmesan, bread for 
breadcrumbs, onions and garlic.

• All attachments are made of BPA-free 
plastic which is sturdy and durable and 
dishwasher safe.

BISTRO

Blender Stick
This Blender Stick is three blenders 
in one. It blends mayos and sauces, 
purees vegetables, whips cream, 
mashes potatoes, chops nuts and herbs 
to just name a few of its capabilities.
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Measurements 87 � 65 � 360 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
silicone

The Blender stick comes with  
the following attachments: 
1 Purée stick 1 Whisk 
1 Potato masher 1 Knife 
1 Food chopper 1 Beater 
1 Tool for blades 1 Beaker with lid

High RPM switch

Low RPM switch

Beater

Whisk

Knife

Powerful 200 W motor

Food chopper

Potato masher

Puree stick

BISTRO Blender Stick
K11471-01
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• Guaranteed to become a kitchen staple, 
the slim, sleek design is perfect for reach-
ing deep into bowls, pots, and pitchers.

• Includes three stainless steel blades: 
Beater to whip up cream and egg whites; 
Whisk to blend mayos and sauces and 
knife for soups and smoothies. 

• Includes a beaker with silicone lid  ideal  
for pureeing and food storage.

• Two push-activated buttons control speed 
settings for convenient, one-handed use.  
12’000 rotations per minute in low speed, 
17’000 in high speed make for a powerful 
kitchen tool.

• The ergonomic blender stick sits firmly  
in your hand.

• No-slip, rubber-coated grip features 
BODUM®’s signature ergonomic dots for  
a secure, comfortable grip.

BISTRO

Blender Stick
This Blender Stick is very convenient  
and includes 3 stainless steel acces-
sories. Ideal for pureeing, whipping 
cream and beating egg whites as well 
as for smoothies and soups.
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Ergonomic shape

Powerful 200 W motor

Non-slip surface

Stainless steel head

Direct drive shaft maximizes 
power to the blades

Measurements 67 � 67 � 358 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
silicone

Rating Europe 200 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

Rounds per minute EU (r/min) 
Low speed: approx. 12’000 
High speed: approx. 17’000 

The Blender stick comes with  
the following attachments: 
1 Whisk 1 Knife 
1 Beater 1 Tool for blades 
1 Beaker with lid

High RPM switch

Low RPM switch

Beater

Whisk

Knife BISTRO Blender Stick
K11179-01
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BISTRO

Hand Mixer

• Its five powerful speeds can handle 
anything from blending a simple sauce to 
kneading a bread dough.

• For easy and space efficient storage,  
the power cord can be rolled up in the 
mixer’s body. 

• Includes three stainless steel attachments: 
Beaters to blend; Dough hooks to knead 
batters or doughs and whisk to whip 
cream or beating egg whites.

• Slip-proof silicone feet allows the mixer  
to stand upright on its own.

• Speed control button that slides  
for one-handed mixing.

• The stainless steel attachments are 
dishwasher safe.

• Handy in use and space efficient in your 
kitchen cabinet.

This handy Hand Mixer can handle  
blending, mixing and whipping tasks 
and its power cord rolls up inside  
the mixer for easy storage. 
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Measurements 97 � 208 � 158 mm

Material Plastic, rubber, silicone, 
stainless steel

Rating Europe 200 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

The hand mixer comes with  
the following attachments: 
2 pcs Beaters set 
2 pcs Dough hooks set 
1 pc Whisk

Tool release button

5 Speed control button

Integrated cord holder  
for easy storage

Powerful 200 W motor

3 Stainless steel heads  
to mix, blend and puree

Flat bottom

BISTRO Hand Mixer, 
with integrated cord holder
11520-01
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• Its five powerful speeds can handle 
anything from blending a simple sauce to 
kneading a bread dough.

• Includes two stainless steel attachments: 
Beaters to blend, mix and puree (whipping 
cream, beating egg whites and blending 
cocktail sauces); Dough hooks to knead 
cake batters, bread or pizza doughs.

• Slip-proof silicone feet allows the mixer  
to stand upright on its own.

• Speed control button that slides  
for one-handed mixing.

• The stainless steel attachments are 
dishwasher safe.

• Handy in use and space efficient in your 
kitchen cabinet.

This handy Hand Mixer can handle  
anything from whipped cream to 
mashed potatoes, kneading bread 
dough or mixing cake batters.

BISTRO

Hand Mixer
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Measurements 97 � 175 � 158 mm 

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
silicone

Rating Europe 185 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

The hand mixer comes with  
the following attachments: 
2 pcs Beaters set 
2 pcs Dough hooks set

BISTRO Hand Mixer
11532-01

Tool release button

5 Speed control button Powerful 185 W motor

2 Stainless steel heads  
to mix, blend and puree

Flat bottom
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BISTRO

 Toaster

• Adjustable-width toasting slots create  
a secure grip around food while toaster  
is in use.

• Variable browning temperature control 
and defrost function and stop button for 
perfect defrosting and crisping of bread.

• Pop-up warming rack for rolls, croissants, 
bread and more. 

• Integrated slide-out crumb tray for easy 
cleaning.

• Footed base with cord retainer to adjust 
cord length and store neatly.

• Cool touch exterior is easy to clean.

Toaster with 2-slice opening has 
variable temperature control designed 
to toast to perfection.
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Pop-up warming rack

900–980 W Heating  
element for even toasting

Cord holder

Temperature settings

Defrost function

Cool touch exterior  
is heat resistant

Stop button

Slide-out crumb tray

Adjustable-width toasting 
slots for all types of bread

Measurements 170 � 280 � 215 mm

Material Metal, plastic, rubber

Rating Europe 900–980 W, 
220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

BISTRO Toaster
10709-01
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• One head works for smaller and bigger 
fruits.

• Robust stainless steel tray.

• High-speed cyclone function separates 
every drop of juice from the pulp.

• A drip stop prevents your kitchen counter 
from turning into a sticky mess.

• Features a higher pour spout to  
accommodate taller glasses.

• Easy to clean: All detachable parts  
of the juice tray are dishwasher safe.

BISTRO

Juicer
High speed, efficient Juicer designed  
to accommodate taller glasses. Ideal  
for quickly and efficiently juicing fruits.
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Drip stop placed higher 
for taller glasses

Detachable heads  
for easy cleaning

Powerful 90 W motor

Cord holder

Lid for high-speed  
cyclone function

Stainless steel tray to  
separate juice from pulp

Round shape for glasses

Measurements 195 � 180 � 285 mm

Material Plastic, silicone, stainless 
steel 

Rating Europe 90 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

Rounds per minute (r/min)  
Low speed: 90 +/� 10" %  
High speed: 570 +/- 10" %

BISTRO Juicer
11149-01
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• Perfect for different kinds of teas:  
The ideal temperature for green tea  
is 70 °C/158 °F.

• Five temperature settings: 60 °C/140 °F, 
70 °C/158 °F, 80 °C/176 °F, 90 °C/194 °F  
and boiling.

• The inner glass wall is made of borosili-
cate glass, the outer one of transparent 
plastic. It protects the glass, insulates,  
and keeps you from burning your fingers.

• The water only comes in contact with 
glass – the process is therefore BPA-free.

• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while 
pouring.

• The transparent container makes it easier 
to control the water level. The scale line 
indicates liters, ounces and cups.

• Manual ON/OFF switch plus steam sensor 
for automatic shut off and added safety.

BISTRO

Double Wall  
 Water Kettle

This Water Kettle can be set and 
held at desired temperature for up to 
30 min! Ideal for maintaining optimal 
brew temperatures for your teas!
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Capacity 1.1 l, 37 oz

Measurements 145 � 230 � 260 mm

Material Plastic, silicone, borosili-
cate glass, metal, stainless steel

Rating Europe 1500 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

ON/OFF switch

Keep warm button

Base unit

Scale filter

Steam switch for  
automatic shut off

Outside plastic layer  
protects the glass  
but is not contact with  
the water

Inside borosilicate  
glass layer

Easy push opening lid

Cordless kettle  
for easy pouring

Temperature  
selection knob

Powerful 1500 W  
heating element

BISTRO Double Wall Water Kettle, 
with adjustable temperature control 
1.1 l, 37 oz 11539-01
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• The inner glass wall is made of borosili-
cate glass, the outer one of transparent 
plastic. It protects the glass, insulates,  
and keeps you from burning your fingers.

• The kettle can be lifted off its 360 degree 
base and has a big opening for easy filling.

• The water only comes in contact with 
glass – the process is therefore BPA-free.

• The lid opens at the push of a button.

• The heating element is safely tucked away 
at the bottom of the kettle and doesn’t get 
in contact with the water.

• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while 
pouring.

• The transparent container makes it easier 
to control the water level. The scale line 
indicates liters, ounces and cups.

• Manual ON/OFF switch plus steam sensor 
for automatic shut off and added safety.

Energy efficient, transparent double- 
wall design boils water in about 4½ 
min, and keeps water hot for a longer 
period of time than standard kettles.

BISTRO

Double Wall  
 Water Kettle
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Capacity 1.1 l, 37 oz

Measurements 145 � 230 � 244 mm

Material Borosilicate glass,  
stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Rating Europe 1500 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz 

BISTRO Double Wall Water Kettle 
1.1 l, 37 oz 11445-01

Base unit

Scale filter

Steam switch for  
automatic shut off

Outside plastic layer  
protects the glass  
but is not contact with  
the water

Inside borosilicate  
glass layer

Easy push opening lid

Cordless kettle  
for easy pouring

Powerful 1500 W  
heating element

ON/OFF switch

Power indicator 
LED light
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• The heating element is safely tucked away 
at the bottom of the kettle and doesn’t get 
in contact with the water.

• The cordless container can be positioned  
on its 360 degree base and easily remove 
for cordless pouring.

• The lid opens at the push of a button.

• The heating element is safely tucked away 
at the bottom of the kettle and doesn’t get 
in contact with the water.

• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while 
pouring.

• Easily readable water level scale to avoid 
wasting water and energy.

• Manual ON/OFF switch plus steam sensor 
for automatic shut off and added safety.

The electric BISTRO Water Kettle was 
developed to boil water quickly and 
energy efficiently – ideal for coffee, 
tea and instant soups.

BISTRO

 Water Kettle
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Scale filter

Steam switch for  
automatic shut off

Powerful  
heating element

Capacity 0.5 l, 17 oz – 1.0 l, 34 oz – 
1.5 l, 51 oz

Measurements  
0.5 l: 172 � 100 � 195 mm 
1.0 l: 125 � 200 � 224 mm 
1.5 l: 148 � 232 � 235 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
silicone

Rating Europe 
0.5 l: 700 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz 
1.0 l: 1300 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz 
1.5 l: 2000 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

Cordless kettle for easy pouring

Easy push opening lid

BISTRO Water Kettle
0.5 l, 17 oz 11451-01
1.0 l, 34 oz 11452-01
1.5 l, 51 oz 11138-01

ON/OFF switch

Power indicator 
LED light
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BISTRO

b.over Coffee  
Maker

• The water gets quickly funneled through  
a tempered glass tube from the water 
tank to the shower head, consequently 
preventing heat loss and conserving the 
ideal water temperature. 

• A large shower head replaces the 
traditional drip system: The water spreads 
evenly over the ground beans and 
evenly extracts, resulting in a balanced, 
flavorful cup.

• The coffee brews at its ideal temperature  
as a result of the powerful heating 
element.

• The permanent, titanium-plated filter is 
fine-meshed for ultimate aroma delivery –  
no more paper filters that hold back the 
essential oils needed for a full-bodied 
aroma. 

• Very quiet and quick – your coffee is ready  
in less than 6 min.

The b.over Coffee Maker sets new  
standards in coffee making:  
Excellent, full-bodied taste without 
capsules or paper filters !
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Powerful spiral heating  
element. Die-cast aluminium 
with non-stick coating.

Tempered glass tubing  
maintains heat without  
affecting flavor of coffee  
as plastic does.

Revolutionary silicone head  
uniformly showers the water  

onto the ground coffee and thus 
avoids too strong central flow.  
It brings consistent extraction  

for a balanced flavor.

The fine titanium-plated  
filter allows the slow release  
of all the aroma.

The handles are covered  
in rubber, for better grip  

and cool touch. Clean and safe. Smart lock 
under the filter prevents  
hot coffee from dripping  
when the jug is removed.

Special lid keeps  
the jug closed tight.

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Capacity 10 cup, 1.2 l, 41 oz

Measurements 220 � 310 � 400 mm

Material Plastic, rubber, stainless 
steel, steel, stainless steel titanium 
plated, tempered glass, die-cast, 
aluminium non-stick coated, silicone

Double wall stainless steel 
carafe 1.2 l keeps coffee hot 
without need for warming  
plate. Coffee stays hot without 
getting bitter.

BISTRO b.over Coffee Maker 
11001-01
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BISTRO

Electric Coffee 
Dripper

• The jug’s lid comes with a bayonet cap 
with a silicone washer for even better 
insulation and leakage prevention.

• The jug is made of taste-neutral and 
robust borosilicate glass held by a plastic 
frame which protects the glass. The jug is 
dishwasher safe.

• Automatically brews up to 4 cups of 
French press coffee from start to finish.

• Water travels from the tank on the right 
and is distributed over ground coffee 
in the carafe on the left. Once brewing 
process is complete, use the plunger to 
trap grounds at base, pour and enjoy.

• Power switch control with auto shut-off.

• Gentle warming plate keeps coffee hot.

This coffee maker combines the 
BODUM® way of making coffee that is 
the French press with the ease-of-use 
of an electric coffee machine: Indulge 
in a full-bodied flavorful cup of coffee.
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Water travels from the tank  
on the right to over grounds and 
is distributed over coarse ground 
coffee in the carafe on the left.

 No paper filter!  No capsule!

Capacity 4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz

Measurements 110 � 222 � 210 mm

Material Plastic, silicone, stainless 
steel, borosilicate glass

Rating Europe 450–550 W, 
220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

Powerful 450–550 W  
heating element

Hot water pours  
in the jug 0.5 l Water tank

BISTRO Electric Coffee Dripper 
11462-01
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BISTRO

Burr Coffee  
Grinder

• This space-saving grinder holds an  
amazing 220 gr of coffee and therefore 
allows for larger quantities in one go.

• 12 settings allow you to grind from a 
coarse French press to a fine espresso 
with the ability to micro-adjust between 
settings.

• Programmable time function for even 
easier handling.

• The cone-shaped grinder allows for quick 
and even grinding.

• The wide open funnel prevents spilling  
of the beans.

• Tightly fitting plastic lid keeps the grounds 
from spilling.

• Equipped with a friction clutch,  
preventing damage to the grinding gear 
by the presence of small stones.

Grinder crushes beans between  
stainless steel conical burrs rather 
than slicing them which preserves 
bean’s intrinsic flavor and aroma.
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Bean funnel

ON/OFF switch

Conical stainless steel burr  
grinder  provides a consistent 
grind; no sharpening required.

Lid to keep beans fresh

Powerful 160 W motor

The silicone band around  
the grinder body prevents slipping 
and allows for a firm grip.

The catcher is made of anti-static 
borosilicate glass so the fine coffee 
grounds don’t cling to it. Lid keeps 
beans fresh.

Cord holder

Measurements 120 x 156 x 275 mm 

Material Plastic, rubber, silicone, 
borosilicate glass, steel

Rating Europe 
160 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

Rounds per minute (r/min)  
720 +/� 15" %

BISTRO Burr Coffee Grinder 
10903-01
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• Compact and small – this space efficient 
coffee grinder can easily be left on the 
kitchen counter. 

• The transparent lid allows you to control  
the grinding progress – the longer the 
grind, the finer the grounds.

• The power cord can be tucked away 
within the grinder.

• Easy, push-button control allows for pulse 
action or continuous grind.

• Strong, durable stainless steel cutting 
blade that spins at a precise RPM.

• Convenient cord storage in base.

Grinds coffee beans from coarse  
to fine quickly and efficiently with  
its strong, durable, stainless steel 
cutting blade.

BISTRO

Blade Coffee  
Grinder
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Stainless steel blade
for even grinding

Secure grip body

Transparent lid to  
monitor grinding

Cord holder

Measurements 90 � 95 � 166 mm

Material Plastic, stainless steel, 
rubber

Rating Europe 150 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

Rounds per minute (r/min)  
26’000 +/� 20" %

Push button control

Powerful 150 W motor

Compact, modern, 
functional shape

BISTRO Blade Coffee Grinder 
11160-01
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BISTRO

Sandwich Toaster
This Sandwich Toaster is easy to  
use and store. Heats and cuts 2 square 
sandwiches into 4 perfect triangles  
in one go.

• The BISTRO Sandwich Toaster is the 
perfect power tool to grill sandwiches.

• Non-stick coating makes handling and 
cleaning easier.

• Five temperature settings from 
120 °C/248 °F to 200 °C/392 °F.

• Power ON/OFF indicator light for safety.

• Thermostat light indicates when the 
whether desired temperature has been 
reached.

• The cord can be wrapped within  
in the base for easy upright storage  
in the kitchen cupboard.

• The Sandwich Toaster’s body and closure 
are made of heat resistant plastic.
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BISTRO Sandwich Toaster 
11533-913

Measurements 87 � 252 � 250 mm

Material Plastic, aluminized metal 
plate (non-stick coated), aluminum, 
stainless steel, silicone, galvanized 
sheet

Rating Europe 700 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

Adjustable  
temperature settings

Handle with closure
Cord holder

Lights to indicate  
when power is on and 
temparature reached

Toasting surface  
with non-stick coating 
for easy clean-up
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BISTRO

 Waffle Maker

• The BISTRO Waffle Maker is the perfect 
power tool for waffle-baking.

• Non-stick coating makes handling and 
cleaning easier.

• Five temperature settings from 
120 °C/248 °F to 200 °C/392 °F.

• Power ON/OFF indicator light for safety.

• Thermostat light indicates when the 
whether the desired temperature has  
been reached.

• The cord can be wrapped within  
in the base for easy upright storage  
in the kitchen cupboard.

• The Waffle Maker’s body and closure are 
made of heat resistant plastic.

This Waffle Maker is easy to use  
and store. It heats and quickly  
prepares two Belgian-style waffles.
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Measurements 87 � 252 � 250 mm

Material Plastic, aluminized metal 
plate (non-stick coated), aluminum, 
stainless steel, silicone, galvanized 
sheet

Rating Europe 700 W, 220–240 V, 
50/60 Hz

BISTRO Waffle Maker
11547-294

Cord holder

Toasting surface  
with non-stick coating 
for easy clean-up

Adjustable  
temperature settings

Lights to indicate  
when power is on and 
temparature reached

Handle with closure
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AUSTRALIA

Shop-in-shop
Dallimores, Perth, WA
David Jones
Il Mondo, Townsville, QLD
Inside Out Homestore, Tumut, NSW
Kitchenware-Plus,  
Loganholme/Brisbane, QLD
Moda Aroma, Cairns, QLD 
Myer
Peter’s of Kensington, Sydney, NSW
Your Habitat, Canberra, ACT
Your Habitat, Hobart, TAS
Your Habitat, Launceston, TAS

AUSTRIA

Shop-in-shop
Cusinarium, Singerstrasse 14, 
1010 Wien
Herwig Gasser, Süsses vom Feinsten 
AG, Albertschweizergasse 4, 
1140 Wien
Redl, Taubenmarkt Arkade 
Spittelwiese 6, 4020 Linz
Rechberger, Lastenstrasse 42, 
4021 Linz
Ortner und Stanger, Fürstenweg 66, 
6050 Innsbruck
Eder, Franz-Josefs Platz 2–4, 
6332 Kufstein
Klammerth,  
Herrengasse 7–9, 8010 Graz
Kastner & Öhler, Sackstrasse 7–13, 
8021 Graz
Rutar, Klagenfurt
Ortner & Stanger, DEZ, Innsbruck
Alois Wild, Innsbruck
i.Do!, EKZ Haid Center, Haid

Partners
Interio Austria 
Kika
Leiner
Lutz

Online shop Austria
www.bodum.com

BELGIUM

Shop-in-shop
Inno, Antwerp
Inno, Bruxelles, rue Neuve

BODUM® Stores and Shop-in-Shops

CANADA

Shop-in-shop
The Bay, Toronto, ON
The Bay (Montreal) Montréal, QC
The Bay, Toronto, ON
The Bay, Nepean, ON
The Bay, Calgary, AB,
The Bay, Edmonton, AB
The Bay, Mississauga, ON
Boutique 1101 Laurier, Montréal, QC, 
Homewerx, Vancouver, BC
Call The Kettle Black, Vancouver, BC
Bradshaw’s, Stratford, ON
Jill’s Table, London, ON
Pot En Ciel, Québec, QC
Vincent & Moore, Longueuil, QC
The Casual Gourmet, Hamilton, ON
Tea Desire, Coquitlam, BC
Le Chef Complet, Burlington, ON

CHINA

Shop-in-shop
Charter Department Store,  
Chang Chun, Jilin
Chicago Coffee, Kunming
CitySuper, Shanghai
Emily Coffee, Chaowai Daijie, Beijing
Music Coffee, Chengdu, Sichuan
Nenlu Tea Lounge, Yuzhong District, 
Chongqing
Ouya Commercial Capital, 
Chang Chun, Jilin
Parkson Department Store, Taiyuan
Shin Kong Place, Chaoyang District, 
Bejing
Sogo Department Store, Shanghai
ST Plaza, Beijing
Wangfujing Department Store, 
Taiyuan

DENMARK

Shop-in-shop
Inspiration Illum, København K
Inspiration Aarhus, Aarhus
Magasin A/S Rødovre, Rødovre
Magasin Aarhus, Aarhus C
Magasin Fields, København S
Magasin Kgs. Nytorv, København K
Magasin Lyngby, Lyngby
Magasin Odense, Odense C

Online shop Scandinavia
www.bodum.com

FINLAND

Shop-in-shop
Stockmann Department Store, 
Helsinki, Aleksanterinkatu 52

FRANCE

BODUM® store
38, ave. de l’Opéra
75002 Paris
T +33 1 42 33 01 68
F +33 1 42 33 11 67
shop.opera@bodum.com

Shop-in-shop

Paris
BHV, rue de Rivoli, Paris 4e  
Galeries Lafayette Maison, 
35, boul. Haussmann, Paris 9e

Printemps Beaute Maison, 
64, boul. Haussmann, Paris 9e

Province
BHV
Fnac
Galeries Lafayette
Printemps

Online shop France
www.bodum.com
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GERMANY

Shop-in-shop
Abt, Ulm
Breuninger, Stuttgart
Carsch-Haus, Düsseldorf
KaDeWe, Berlin
Karstadt, Berlin
Karstadt, Bremen
Karstadt, Düsseldorf
Karstadt, Frankfurt Zeil
Karstadt, Müheim
Karstadt, München Bahnhofsplatz
Karstadt, Stuttgart
Kustermann, München
Lorey, Frankfurt
Möbel Hess, Garbsen
Oberpollinger, München
Schafferer, Freiburg
Tritschler, Stuttgart

Online shop Germany
www.bodum.com

HONG KONG

Shop-in-shop
Allure Living Central, Harbour City, 
Tsim Sha Tsui 
Franc Franc, Causeway Bay
GOD, Causeway Bay
GOD, Central
GOD, Tsim Sha Tsui
Gourmet, Lee Gardens, 
Causeway Bay
Great Food Hall, Queensway
Lane Crawford, Pacific Place, 
Admiralty
Lane Crawford, Times Square, 
Causeway Bay
Lane Crawford, Tsim Sha Tsui
Marc James Design, Ap Lei Chau
Sogo Hong Kong Co., Ltd., 
Causeway Bay
Today’s Living Service Centre,  
Causeway Bay
Towngas Ave, Fashion Walk, 
Causeway Bay
Towngas Cooking Centre, 
Causeway Bay
Wing On (Main Store), Sheung Wan
Wing On, Taikoo Shing
Wing On Plus, Yau Ma Tei
Yata, Shatin

INDONESIA

Shop-in-shop
Metro Pondok Indah, Jakarta
Metro Senayan, Jakarta
Metro Taman Anggrek, Jakarta
Grand Lucky , Sudirman 
Business District, Jakarta
OGO Plaza Senayan, Jakarta
Debenhams Senayan City, Jakarta.
Metro bandung Supermall, Bandung

ITALY

BODUM® store
Via di San Francesco a Ripa,  
141 a/b, 00153 Roma 
T +0039 06 58 34 49 26 
F +0039 06 58 97 941 
info@bodumromastore.it

Online shop Italy
www.bodum.com

JAPAN

BODUM® outlet
Gotemba Premium Outlet 
Section 550 
1312 Fukasawa, Gotemba-shi 
412-0023 Shizuoka 
T +81 550 81 3118 
F +81 550 81 3118 
shop.gotemba@bodum.com

Shop-in-shop
Illums Umeda
Seibu Department Store Ikebukuro

Online shop Japan
www.bodum.com

KOREA
AK Plaza, Bungdang-Gu,  
Seongnam City, Kyunggi-do
Hyundai Cheonho, Seoul
Lotte Kangnam, Seoul
Lotte, Seoul
Shinsegae, Haewundae-Gu, Busan
Shinsegae, Nam-gu, Incheon
Shinsegae, Joong-Gu, Seoul
Shinsegae, Yeongdeungpo-Gu, 
Seoul
Timesquare, Youngdeungpo-Gu, 
Seoul

MALAYSIA

Shop-in-shop
The Gardens Midvalley
Isetan Departmental Store
Live It Up! Homestore
Robinsons Departmental Store

NETHERLANDS

Shop-in-shop
De Bijenkorf
Dok Cookware
Kookpunt
Oldenhof Kookkado
V&D

RUSSIA

Shop-in-shop
Bolshoy Gostiny Dvor, St. Petersburg
Studio Detali, Fortuna Grand, Irkutsk
Studio Detali, Irkutsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, 
Magnitogorsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi,  
Gostiny Dvor, Magnitogorsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi,  
Magnit, Chelyabinsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, Tyumen

SINGAPORE

Shop-in-shop
Isetan, Katong, Marine Parade Rd
Isetan, Nex Mall, Serangoon
Isetan, Scotts, Orchard Rd
Robinson, Centrepoint, Orchard Rd
Robinsons Raffles City, City Hall
Takashimaya, Orchard Rd 
Tangs, Orchard Rd
Tangs, Vivo City

SPAIN

Shop-in-shop
El Corte Ingles
Vinçon, Passeig de Gràcia 96, 
Barcelona

Online shop Spain
www.bodum.com

SWEDEN

ORDNING&REDA® store 
Götgatan 32 
11821 Stockholm 
T +46 8 714 96 01
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SWITZERLAND

BODUM® store
Weinmarkt 7 
6004 Luzern  
T +41 41 412 38 38 
F +41 41 412 38 39 
shop.luzern@bodum.com

BODUM® store
Metallicenter 
Baarerstrasse 22 
6300 Zug 
T +41 41 711 48 79 
F +41 41 711 48 80 
shop.zug@bodum.com

Shop-in-shop
Globus
Loeb, Bern
Manor
Möbel Pfister

Online shop Switzerland
www.bodum.com

TAIWAN

Shop-in-shop
Junior Houseware Trading Co. Ltd., 
Taipei
Heng Leong Hang Co. Ltd., Taipei 

THAILAND

Shop-in-shop
CDC (Crystal Design Center)
Central Chidlom
Central Chaengwattana
Central Pattaya
Emporium
Isetan, Central world
Robinson Changmai 
Siam Paragon

UNITED KINGDOM

Online shop UK
www.bodum.com

USA

Shop-in-shop
5001 Home Collection,  
Palm Springs, CA
6th Ave Express, Somerset, NJ
ACE Barnes, Ann Arbor, MI
Basics Plus – First Ave, New York, NY
Basics Plus - John St., New York, NY
Basics Plus Broadway, New York, NY
Board & Basket, West Lebanon, NH
Broadway Panhandler,  
New York, NY
Chef Central, Paramus, NJ
Cook’s Corner, Green Bay, WI
Cooks Corner, Green Bay, WI
Creative Kitchen, Fargo, ND
Culinaire, Seattle, WA
Davis Ace, Davis, CA
Different Drummers Kitchen, Lenox
Different Drummers Kitchen, 
Northhampton, MA
Different Drummers Kitchen, 
Albany, NY
Draeger’s - Danville, Danville, CA
Draeger’s - Menlo Park,  
Menlo Park, CA
Draeger’s - San Mateo,  
San Mateo, CA
Gadget Circuit F&E Trading, 
Woodbridge, NJ
Grebe’s Hardware, Wausau, HI
Habitat Housewares, Anchorage, AK
Homebody, Washington DC
Kim’s Home Center, Los Angeles, CA
Kitchen Collage, Des Moines, IA
Kitchen Kapers, Moorestown, NJ

Kitchen Window, Minneapolis, MN
Kitchenwares by Blackstone, 
Boston, MA
Murphy’s Department Store, 
Stillwater, OK
Nibblins, Winchester, VA
Rockridge Home, Oakland, CA
Someone’s in the Kitchen,  
Rapid City, SD
Tags Hardware & Housewares, 
Cambridge
Tess Kitchen, Grass Valley, CA
The Cook’s Warehouse-East Cobb, 
Marietta
The Cook’s Warehouse-Midtown, 
Atlanta
The Kitchen Place, Salem, NH
Warehouse Discount Center, 
Chatsworth, CA
Warehouse Discount Center, 
Torrance, CA
WDC Appliance, Moorpark, CA

Online shop USA
www.bodum.com

BODUM® store
Limmatquai 72 
8001 Zürich 
T +41 44 253 17 15 
F +41 44 253 17 18 
shop.zurich@bodum.com
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AUSTRALIA

BODUM® (Australia) Pty Ltd
Suite 39, 26-32 Pirrama Rd 
Pyrmont NSW 2009 
Australia 
T +61 2 9692 0582 
F +61 2 9692 0586 
office.australia@bodum.com

AUSTRIA

Peter BODUM® GmbH
Roseggerstrasse 35 
DE 21079 Hamburg 
T +49 4191 99830  
F +49 4191 2969 
office.austria@bodum.com

BodUm® offices

BENELUX

C/O BODUM® AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 
Postfach 463 
CH-6234 Triengen 
T +0900 42 555  
België/Belgique 
T +0900 43 555  
Luxemburg/Luxembourg 
T +0900 263 86 65 Nederland 
F +41 41 935 45 91
office.benelux@bodum.com

Agent Belgium/Luxemburg
Melmath BVBA 
Brialmontlei 10 
BE-2018 Antwerpen 
T +32 475 42 21 83 
F +32 3 303 56 63 
distribution.belux@bodum.com

Agent The Netherlands
Bonkers B.V. 
Molenweg 19A 
NL-3738 DC Maartensdijk 
T +31 346 21 40 23 
F +31 346 21 24 30 
distribution.netherlands@ 
bodum.com

CHINA

BODUM® Hong Kong Ltd
Shanghai  
Representative Office 
Unit 15A04, Wang Jiao Plaza 
No 175, Yan‘An Rd (E) 
Shanghai 200002 
T +86 21 6326 5870 
F +86 21 6326 5873 
office.china@bodum.com

Distribution China 
BODUM® Hong Kong Ltd
Shanghai  
Representative Office 
Unit 15A04, Wang Jiao Plaza 
No 175, Yan‘An Rd (E) 
Shanghai 200002 
T +86 21 6326 5870 
F +86 21 6326 5873 
office.china@bodum.com

FRANCE

BODUM® France S.A.S
144, Ave Charles de Gaulle 
FR-92200 Neuilly sur Seine 
T +0821 230 060 
F +0811 115 051 
office.france@bodum.com

GERmANY

Peter BODUM® GmbH
Roseggerstrasse 35 
DE 21079 Hamburg 
T +49 4191 99830  
F +49 4191 2969 
office.germany@bodum.com

GREECE

Distribution Greece
YALCO 
9, A Metaxa St Kifissia 
GR 145 64 Athens 
T +30 210 629 99 66

HoNG KoNG

BODUM® Hong Kong Ltd 
BODUM® Asia Ltd
Unit 2503, 25/F K. Wah Centre 
191 Java Rd, North Point 
Hong Kong 
T +852 25 43 45 55 
F +852 25 43 33 23 
office.hongkong@bodum.com

Distribution Hong Kong
Carsac Limited 
1128, Block B, Sea View Estate 
2-8 Watson Rd, North Point 
Hong Kong 
T +852 2968 1088 
F +852 2968 5048 
distribution.hongkong@bodum.com

ITALY

C/O BODUM® AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 
Postfach 463 
CH-6234 Triengen 
T +199 30 77 78 
F +199 30 77 79 
office.italy@bodum.com

JAPAN

BODUM® Japan Co., Ltd
3-25-12 Jingumae 
Shibuya-ku 
150-0001 Tokyo 
T +81 3 5775 0681 
F +81 3 5775 0701 
office.japan@bodum.com
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KOREA

Distribution Korea
Sun Woo Ind. Co., Ltd 
465-070 
#251-6 Hang-Dong 
Hanam-City, Kyungki-Do 
Korea 
T +82 31 793 1172 
F +82 31 793 1176 
distribution.korea@ 
bodum.com

NEW ZEALAND

Distribution New Zealand
Michael Joyce 
19 Westmoreland St W 
Grey Lynn Auckland 1141 
T +64 9 376 6667 
F +64 9 378 1122 
sales@michaeljoyce.co.nz

RUSSIA

Distribution Russia
DOMOSTROY 
Bely Kuna Ulitsa 32 
192 236 Saint Petersbourg 
T +7 812 334 96 34

SCANDINAVIA

Denmark
BODUM® (Skandinavien) A/S
Humlebæk Strandvej 21 
DK-3050 Humlebæk  
T +45 49 14 80 00 
F +45 49 18 18 44 
office.denmark@bodum.com

Norway
T +47 66 91 04 72 
F +47 22 51 36 36 
Viderekople til Danmark

Sweden
T +46 87 16 91 60 
F +46 87 18 23 27 
Kopplas vidara til Danmark

SINGAPORE

Distribution Singapore/ 
Indonesia/Malaysia
YEO TECK SENG (S) PTE. Ltd 
59 Jalan Pemimpin 
#03-00 L&Y Building 
Singapore 577218 
T +65 6 254 1511 
F +65 6 251 5415 
distribution.singapore@bodum.com

SPAIN

C/O BODUM® AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 
Postfach 463 
CH-6234 Triengen 
T +902 995 604 
F +902 996 138 
office.spain@bodum.com

Agent Spain
MIM S.l. 
Avda Somosierra, 12-esc. dcha. 1°B 
ES-28700 San Sebastián de los 
Reyes (Madrid)  
T +34 91 663 61 01 
F +34 91 651 01 68 
distribution.spain@bodum.com

PORTUGAL

C/O BODUM® AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 
Postfach 463 
CH-6234 Triengen 
T +708 781 235 
F +708 781 236 
office.portugal@bodum.com

BODUM® Portuguesa,  
Produção de Artigos Metálicos, SA
Z.I. Tondela, 
P3460-070 Tondela 
Portugal 
T +351 23 281 9900 
F +351 23 281 9902 
office.portugal@bodum.com

Agent Portugal
Luis Filipe Santos & Luzio, Lda 
Avenida Estados Unidos da América 
N°2 – Loja 9 
1700-174 Lisboa 
T +21 848 43 08/10 
F +21 848 43 09 
distribution.portugal@bodum.com
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SWITZERLANd

BODUM® (Schweiz) AG
Kantonsstrasse 100 
Postfach 463 
6234 Triengen 
T +41 41 935 45 00 
F +41 41 935 45 80 
office.switzerland@ 
bodum.com

TAIWAN

BODUM® Taiwan
7th Floor 
5 Kwo Kang Rd 
205 Keelung City 
T +886 2 24 58 38 48 
F +886 2 24 58 38 36 
distribution.taiwan@ 
bodum.com

THAILANd

Distribution Thailand 
CAC Pacific Ltd
89 Chalermprakiart Soi 34 
Nongbon, Pravet 
Bangkok 10250 
Thailand 
T +662 328 1984 
F +662 328 1985 
distribution.thailand@ 
bodum.com

UNITEd KINGdom

BODUM® (UK) Ltd
Hill House 
1 Little New St 
London 
EC4A 3TR 
T +44 (0) 845 401 7778 
office.uk@bodum.com

USA (CANAdA,  
SoUTH AmERICA)

BODUM® USA, Inc.
601 W 26th St, Suite 1250 
New York, NY 10001 
T +1 212 367 8844 
F +1 212 367 8855 
info@bodumusa.com
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